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introducing soda



sometimes the simple solution, is also the best solution



no gizmos or gadgets, your body weight controls the backrest tension.



Soda is a general use office chair that offers a self-adjusting synchronous

seat and back tilt that automatically adjusts to the movements and

weight of the user. The heavier the person the more resistance from the

back rest, alternatively, the lighter the person the less resistance. 

No tension knobs required. Two yellow handles that act as intuitive

guides for comfort adjustment activate pneumatic height adjustment 

and seat lock.  Soda has been tested well beyond ANSI/BIFMA standards

to ensure uninterrupted service.

pure simplicity pure comfort



just peel and rotate.simple lumbar height adjustment



and a very cool nesting chair too.



with storage below and ready to roll.

The Soda side chair nests indefinitely to provide high-density storage 

with the arms and storage rack intact. Ideally suited to multiple 

use environments, cafeterias, training centers as well as high traffic

general office applications. The nesting guides create a path for the

chairs to be neatly aligned every six inches. The flip up seat provides

easy access to the storage rack below and allows for nesting.



great colours

Seven great seat and back colour options match and coordinate with 

the Viceversa® product line of mobile furniture.  The seat can also be

upholstered with any fabric from the Global Contract graded offering.

Three frame colors include tungsten (shown) and black and charcoal.

Yellow accent handles act as intuitive guides for comfort adjustment.

Clear back lumbar pad. YLW - Yellow RUS - Russet PLT - Platinum GRN - Green BLU - Blue CHR - Charcoal BLK - Black



great chair!




